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but recently., there have also appeared some works dealing with the
fully quantum mechanical formulation

К

In this paper we try to combine both the "heuristic" and the
'theoretical" approach. Cur basic idea is as follows. Ue start from
the nuclear shell-model hamiltonian with appropriate single-particle
energies and an effective two-body nucleon-nucleon interaction.
Instead of extracting the collective degrees of freedom in the fermion space we first transcribe the original shell-model hamiltonian
in terms of many interacting bosons and study the

whole problem in

the boson space. There are several reasons that make the use of a
boson representation advantageous:
1) it ie known from experiment that the low-energy collective exci
tations of nuclei are approximately bosonic in nature ;
Z) the bosons, if suitably chosen, may represent rather complicated
fermion configurations, thereby incorporating a good deal of the
fericion dynamics in a simple manner

' ' ) )

J) the boson formulation enables us to make contact with phenomenological models
J», 35)

in terms of which we have most of our physical
insight into the nature of collective states j
*) the use of boson operators acting on the boson space nakes the
calculations simpler.
Aaong various bosonization schemes
representation

3t-M\
/ we have chosen the Dyson

' ) because it yields a bamiltoniaa with at most

quartie terms in the beson operators and it has proved to offer a
powerful method for the description of nuclear collective motion
Once the boson hamiltonian is constructed, we diagonalize its onebody part. This diagonalization enables us to identify (in the first
approximation)

the lowest-energy eigenvectors with the collective

degrees of freedom. The two-body part of the boson hamiltonian then
naturally contains teres which couple these collective bosons with
the noncollective (higher-energy) ones. As a second step in our way

2

to determining the "true" collective subspace (i.e. an approximate
invariant subspace of the hamiltonian) we introduce a canonical
transformation which eliminates the above coupling terras in the bo
son hamiltonian. This means that the collective bosons determined in
the first step generate an approximate invariant subspace of the
transformed boson hamiltonian. By carrying ovt an inverse transfor
mation of the collective part of this transformed hair.iltoriian, we ob
tain the original boson hamiltonian in terms of new bosons which con
tain both collective and noncollective components. These new ( renormalized) bosons thee span an approximate invariant subspace of the
original hemiltonian, and therefore, they can be regarded as the true
collective degrees of freedom. In this sense our approach is "theo
retical" because it utilizes nothing but the dynamical decoupling
condition. On the other hand, we assume that the low-energy eigen
vectors of the one-body part of the boson baoiltonian already consti
tute the main components of the true collective bosons. In this sense
our approach is "heuristic".
The overall ideology of the present paper is rather close to that
of refs.

" /. The principal aim is to formulate and test a quantum

mechanical method for determining an optimally decoupled subspace
which would be able to describe collective motion in nuclei. However,
there are soae differences in the way of achieving the goal as well
t4

as in details of the formulation. In r e f • ) , the guiding dynamical
principle to determine the collective subspace is the invariance of
the equation! of motion under the transformation into the collective
representation. In rets.

, 0 , ,

V the dynamical collective subspace is

determined so as to satisfy a stationary condition with respect to
variations toward the noncollective degrees of freedom. In our ap
proach the basic dynamical condition is the explloit elimination of
coupling teraa in the haailtonian expressed in teres of both the col
lective

and noncollective operators. The essential point of all the

3

three approaches is the nonlinearit.T of the transformation to the
collective operators. In practice, the corresponding expansions must
be truncated at a rather low order

/ , including only the first

nonlinear terms. In our approach we use a specific kind of the meanfield approximation (UFA) ' ' ) which enables us to take into account
approximately all the higher-order terms neglected in refs.

/.

The ИГА acts coherently with the decoupling condition because it gi
ves rise to some averaging of collective motion with respect to the
noncollective variables. The last point in which the present approach
differs from that of refs.

/ concerns the.unphysical (spurious)
10

boson states violating the Pauli principle. The authors of refs. '")
M

do not worry about this problem at all and in r e f . ) a claim is made
that the low-lying collective states are not expected to contain es
sential contributions from spurious components.He discuss this problem
in more detail and we particularly point out its relation to the qua
lity of decoupling.
The paper is organized as follows. In sect. 2 we present the re
levant formalism along the lines given above. In sect. 5 we apply the
proposed method to the multi-level pairing hamiltonian and give ex
plicit results for the even isotopes of En, Hi and Pb.
Sect. 4 contains a summary and perspectives.

2.

Outline of the method

2.1. BOSOMIZATION OF THE FERMI OH HAHILTONIAR
We consider a system of an even number of identical n u d e one
moving in several nondegenerate shell-model orbits. The nuclear ha
miltonian within the njdel space is assumed to have the form
V

a+

a

a

a

H - 1>*<аЧ + f 5 ' j " < j * »-

>

(O

where at,- , a,- are the creation and annihilation operator* of the
valence nucleons in the single-particle states

4

i « (1;,l, ,ti,«j) ,

С,- stand for the corresponding single-particle energies and the co
efficients Vfilt

represent the antisymmetrized matrix elements of

an effective two-body nucleon-nucleon interaction. The indices

i,i,k,l

in (1) run over a complete set of single-particle states within the
selected model space. The hamiltonian (1) is assumed to have the usu
al properties with respect to the space rotation, time-reversal and
hermitean conjugation. In particular, the coefficients ~Vijit
quired to satisfy the relation

Vijkt

»

Vpni»

.

are re

As explained in the

introduction, it is convenient to analyze the original fermion problem
in the boson space. For this purpose we introduce the boson creation
and annihilation operators

b,; and b;: , which satisfy the following

antisymmetry and commutation relations

.•,, - - b f c ,
[Ь ,Ь..] -Ibti.bM-O

j

[b,j,t>kt] - 5jk °jl-

J

Ч

iilOj»

CO
C 3 )

•

These boson operators, together with the boson vacuum \б)

ь

,

bi;\&) *0,
t

define the relevant boscn space within which we intend to work in
the following. The fermion pair operators a,u, , OjO, and a;Q; can
be mapped onto the corresponding boson images aceorcing to the famous
generalized Dyson prescription

' '

The superiority of the Dyson mapping (DM) over other bosonization
U.kA

procedures

/ lies in the f^niteness of the boson expansion. On th#

other hand, the DH has an outward demerit that the transformation
from the fermion to the boson space is nonunitaryl (*j'i')

B

r l

a,<

V/Dj ,

so that the mapped boson harr.iltonisn is nonhermitean. This fact ha*
long been the major impediment lor the practical use of the DH. Today,
however, the difficulty associated with the nonhernitieity of the
Dyson boson hamiltonian is completely solved

) , and thus, one can

fully exploit the advantage of the DM as to its finiteness. Moreover,

it has been shown

' that the Dyeon representation provides a

very fruitful and promising framework for the description of nuclear
collective motion*
Using the expressions (4a) - (4c) , we can easily write down
the Dyson boson image

H

B

of the shell-Bodel hamiltonian (1) :

н . £(«.«.*ч • v^)ЦЬ -Тур, bt к]. bJ> .
е

К

In accordance with the structure of H
operators 3 *

,Ъ

(s)

H

we can define a set of new

D

such that the following relations hold

л

+

[B-.* <J - *-' ,

(*)

Hplt Ю), - E.stw»

.

(<c)

That is, the operators "E* create bosons which are
tions of
of

H

D

b,-: , and the one-boson state 3^1 o )

. Substituting

( 5 ) and

(£,• • « , ) < ; • i Z V i j U t S

(6a)

'

into

b t j

t

linear combina

is an eigenstate

(6c) , we obtain

.

(*)

Together with the normalization relation 4^> '«"/ ''j

*

'»

this is a standard linear eigenvalue problem. The symbol

c/ with

values 1,2,...,M (M»number of independent pairs of indices i\,j)
is used to label the bosons 3,/
as follows:
lective

G., < E

t

according to their energies

^ ... . The boson 3^

E«

is thus the most col

one, being characterized bj almost equt.1 contributions

from a large number of

b;;-bosons. The higher is the index Ы ,

the lower is the degree of collectivity of 3 «
a definite pair of inJiceu

(',/)

" (M)

, i.e. there occurs

• for which

while for (•<}) l*0-v') the coefficients ^Jj

$

i r

s •/ ,

tend to rero. Of co

urse, details of this behaviour depend on the hamiltonian as well as
on the single-particle levels considered. la order to be able to
express

H»

in tenon of the boson operators 1?« , B«r , we demand

6

that the transformation (6a) be unitary, i.e.

s •;,. *; * ov .

w

Z К +u • i^a^i-fe^ •

C*«

The condition (8a) is equivalent to the requirement (6b) . The most
important consequence of the relation (8b) is that it enables one
to invert (6a) ,

A - frSf&st

.

(«0

Using (7) , (8) and ( 9 )

, we obtain the boson hamiltonian (5) in

the form
+

H. « Z E.BlB- t Z >U,*- * < **• *i 3r
where

(«>)

^_^
v

> W " ~ .j&
and

,

Ф;: , E ^

V,,H

r

(

*~**" **" **

"

}

are all possible solutions of eq. (7) . As is seen

from (10) , the effect of the transformation (6a) under the condi
tion (6c) is to diagonalise the one-body part of the boson hamil
tonian (5) • Since the new bosons

3*

already incorporate some of

the nucleon correlations [see eqa. (6a) , (7)J , the interaction
between the

3J[

bosons is expected to be relatively weak when com

pared to their unperturbed energies

£,, . To be more precise, let

us denote the typical value of the coupling strength in (10) by V*
Let further ДЕ • E, - E
ference

c

be the typical value of the energy dif

between the noncollective and collective bosons. In the

concrete numerical examples discussed in i:hie paper we then find

e - -jf-

~

o.i - 0.2- .

(•«.)

2.2. RXTRACTIOH OP THE COLLECTIVE DEGREES OF FREED»
The Dyson hamiltonian (10)

acts on the boson space C:}l"/M)ij

«panned by a set of states

7

where M " -J

is half the number of valence nucleons considered

in the original fermion problem and the symbol 5 л \
set[

«.,<,

••••

,rf« \

stands for the

. Let M[ be the minimum kinds of boson ope

rators necessary for describing the collective states. Let further
7R

t

.71?.. b

e

two subsets of 7TI such that

ТП., = i <i V - » M
m,

•

^\

• {*.•<,•• , м} .

Accordingly, we can separate the boson operators Ищ > 3« into the
collective («CClTlc) and noncollective (•/£?(„) ones. In the fol
the collective indices at , & , ... С 7 R

lowing
b

c

c

w h

J i » i >••• • i -

lective

l e

will be denoted

C

those belonging to the set fti„ (the noncol

ones) will be denoted by n, , D , ... . Now, we intro
v

duce two orthogonal subspaces of the boson space £

G : [I H) W),} ,
c

G :{)N; l«j),$ ,

,

С. О 6. • С ,

n

whose basis states are given by
|М;И),

- <

<

- • 3 t jo), ,
M

C

j

C

TO

(«)

t

|N; l"l). - 3 V - < B j . , . . . В ^ И . , п , , Я „ е , - с 1 И „ « Ы .
f

Hereafter,

(* )

Gc will be called the collective subspace. while its

orthogonal complement

<J, will be called the noncollective sub-

space. Mote that the number of collective bosons ( M ) remains un
e

specified at the present stage. To determine it, we are guided by
the properties of the solutions of eqs. (?) in the concrete physi
cal situation. This is the "heuristic" feature of our approach.
Let ue now consider the matrix elements of the Dyson hamiltonian (10^ oetneen the collective states (15) • Since the hamiltoЛ

nian

H

B

is et most two-body, all that one haa to know in order to

evaluate its matrix elements between any two etatee of the form (15)
are the coamutators

гч.,*!31о\ ' E.**'«rt« •
.(°|[».,н.]

•

£..(01*.

(*•>

,

(««
8

4 4t
t

A

It is seen from the double commutators (18) that the hamiltonian H„
by acting on the pure collective states (15)

produces new states

which have non-zero component* both in the collective subepace (15)
and in its orthogonal complement (16) . In other words, the colle
ctive subspace spanned by the states (15) is not an invariant subЛ

space of the hamiltonian

H

p

. The coupling between the collective

and noncollective subspaces is caused by the terms
СИ

n

*•

У\ W,. ,f» Зс Зч , S 4 , c , , t 3 » 3 t ,

<

4

1

(i<0

2j W ,c,n,n. B.,b»i ,

f

c

appearing in the double commutators (18s) and

(18b) .

In order to find the true collective subspace with the property
of invariance under the action of

H„

, we have to specify new

operators in terms of which the hamiltonian

H

does not contain

D

the coupling terms. To achieve this, we first introduce a canonical
transformation

H. -^

3€, -

e«H e"

e

(*>)

B

with the generator
"i'

A

determined so that the transformed hamiltonian
(up to a certain order)

ей, conserve*

the subspace spanned by the states (15^ •

Using the formula

9

e

« H „ < ^ = к -[кЛ]*

|[1Н.,€],в]-... , (д*)

we get
+

3t» • Z Е. tf* * 22, G , , з « * + * , За 1 . . .

,

ft/

(*»)

where

and the dots represent the three- and шоге-body boson interactions
which will be neglected in this paper. Ve now require that the oneл
plus two-body part of "3t , given explicitly in (23a), does not
B

couple the collective subspace

(15*) to the rest of the boson space,

л

i.e. that

3f

sf iisfies the following commutation relations

B

It is clear Ггош

(18а,ь) that this requirement can be achieved

by putting
G, ,c»

=

v

*5««.«i "

^".o.t.'v " S«,e,cn

=

б^г.ис "

»e,Ct>i,"i ' О

i.e. by eliminating the coupling terms of the fore
tuting

,

V

/

(19) • Substi

(23b) into (25) , we obtain for the coefficients

9«&jJ i

determining the generator (21) * the following expression

where the quadruplet of indices
•£

е

(rffryf)

, I (с«с,с,)>еС,0>("<^ 'ОД«^

с ,

е

belongs to the set
с

> > ,( « »

г,с

:

С

И

1,

)|(' < » < Л^

A

.

Rote that due to the nonhermitieity of the Dyson hamiltonien

( *)

H

D

fW^iji Ф VJ.f«» - see e<}. (11} J , the transformation induced by
с
the operator
With

G

hamiltonian

С

is not unitary.

specified by (21) , (26)
ctt> * e

Н

ь

е

and

(.27) , the transformed

ccntains no two-body terms that

couple the collective and .noncollective subspaces, spanned by the
states (15) and

(16) , respectively. In other words, the one- plus

10

* 1*1
two-body part S f

*
of the bamiltonian ft

satisfies the commu

B

6

tation relations (24a,b) , which means t:at the collective subspace
(15) is left invariant under the action of

Jfc "*

. Of cc-rse,

^

p

contains the three- and more-body coupling terms as well (they are
marked by the dots in eq. (2Ja) )

. However, the contributioa of

these terms is expected to be rather small, because they appear
proportional to

г

, е \$

fVJ

, •••

, so that their magnitude falls

down quite rapidly [see (12)J . Nevertheless, at leaBt tbe threebody terms tr.ight be ittpoi-tant in certain cases and some results on
this point will be reported soon.
л

Q

Now, with the use of the generator
transform Jt

of any operator

X: - e*Xe-

£

X

, we can construct the

,

- X - [X,GJ ^[[X,€J eJ-...
+

;

- £-4t-[-[X,€],...,C] .
+

In particular, for

X

• S

K

*•

we have

pi ,fi]- - 2' ( 8w* • *<*".) « ^

,

("^

where

« w * - S'Cj**-• J««0(»**>i»
t
the quantities

- »

9*n.vS

a r e

+

8W») >

\~

7

given by (26) and all summations 23

are restricted in such a way that, for a given Ы. , all indices
attached to the a
seen from

(i6) and

s belong to the set

^

given by (27) . It is

(29) that the transformed bosons

1]

(ЪОл)

(3°Ь)

are complicated many-body operators involving infinite expansion»
in terms of 3
tical

4

, 3j

. Hence approximations are necessary in prac

applications. In this paper we follow the approximation which

has been suggested in те£.
in ref. */

and applied to some realistic problem

• It consists in replacing the operators of type

+

and 3 S * B b

in (29a ,b)

3 В

by their expectation values in an appro

priate state. More precisely, we make the replacement

where
+

(J3)

<x> • &.<*№ x«* m.
with

/4+ - 2 ? , <
and

N « -J-

,

?l*l

l

• ^

<»)

is the number of bosons (equal to half the number of

valence nucleons)

. The coefficients

?«

are determined variatio-

nally by minimizing the expectation value of the boson hamiltonian
(10)

in the state

^==r (A ) | o ) . This boson condensate is an
(

example of the (number-projected) coherent state

' ) which has pro

ved to be very useful in treating the many-boson systems '

'

'

j.

Under the approximation (32) , we obtain from (29b) the following
approximate expression for the double commutator

[[Л.СЗ.С] sr Ъ+,
Ъ

(is*)

,

where
I"

* *,л

%

X \
with tt... and №.....

^J. **»"*<» ^J» /

given by (5Ca)

12

and

(50b) , respectively.

Within the approximation (55) we have

Г- ••[*,€],€],•••

,G]

*

j

-

*""*$

,

(36.)

*

Am
+

[...[B --GJ,CJ,...,CJ

- *"#,«]

(36b)

so that [ see (28) J

By evaluating the sums in (37) we get

Using the explicit expression (29a) for £ 3 « , 6 J

, we finally

obtain

*

*J.J»

where

ьиСОП?) •

г

C

1*

(Jib)

^ ( V ^ ) ; 7**0
f

\ ^

(31<Л
1

J-.^dF^ );

^<0

In a completely analogous way we get

Since the transformation
(5&t)

+

1

J

i , e

&« •

'

t h e

e

С

is not unitary, one has in general

coefficients r« , J*.,,.^ in (40) are
, 5лл,ллу

not the complex conjugates of г*

appearing in ("39a).

With the aid of (31) and (10), the transformed hamiltonian Л »
can be written as

13

Sabstituting into (41) the expressions (39) and (to)

, we obtain

the transformed hamiltonian in terms of the original bosons 3 , »3w .
Since the transformation

has been designed

so as to eliminate the two-body coupling between the collective
and noncollective subspaces spanned by the states (15) and (16),
respectively, we have
te

& - *:•• • tfr* + * * » .

f )

where

is a one- plus two-body hamiltonian acting on the collective subspace (15) ,

tftp

is a one- plus two-body hamiltonian acting

on the noncollective subspace (16) and д ^ t

p

involvee all the

three- and more- body boson terms. As already explained, Д <ft is
B

expected to have a small effect on the collective quantities and
its discussion will be postponed to a forthcoming paper. The parameters E

, VJ

c

r < t

^ e
C |

appearing in the collective hamiltonian (43)

f

are given by

E

-

e

E«f.r.

We.«.«,«V "
_

,

« ^

'W«.«»«.eiT„T« r, n, - E^S,,.,,.,,^ - E«, W, F,,,,,^
i

r

i

r

Zj^ft'A «« ««'i.4MJ4CiC,

The collective hamiltonian

VC

e

+

2 J ^ Ь Я Ц С ^ Ь S, *.*1С, с>
•Ml

thus has a fore of H

c

(w)

truncated

to collective bosons [cf. eq. (10)J , but the associated collective
parameters E
as E

c

c

t "W ,
t

, ^7e,c,c,c

v

e % C j

r

v

are replaced by so»e renor«ali»ed valu-

according to (44a,b) . From the physical point

of view, the source of the renormalization is the coupling between
14

the collective and noncollective degrees of freedom. Technically,
however, there are two different mechanisms giving rise to the
renormalized collective parameters. The first one is the contrac
tion of some many-body terms arising from the multiple commutators
in (28), (29) . It is closely related to the presence of nonlinear
terms in (39) , (*0) > and therefore, it is essentially governed
by the quantities

S^/iji

, S./i^S . This feature of our approach
J.

is completely shared with the approaches presented in refs.

The second mechanism of the renormalization has its origin in the
mean-field approximation which enables one to

achieve

double commutator [[3*, С J, 6 J to be proportional to

3^

the
, there

by making it possible to evaluate approximately an averaged contri
bution of many terms in the transformed operators. This mechanism
manifests itself mainly through the coefficients \

,

T„

in (39),

(40) anvl it leads to the renormalization of the one-boson energies
[see (44a)]. This is a specific feature of our approach and it is
not encountered in refs.

/ , where

r

Те • c

' i •

Row, we perform an inverse transformation of eq. (42),

Neglecting

Д Ж

р

and denoting

we obtain

It is seen from (48) that in tents of the new operators 3 « • S « •
the original boson hamiltonian
body terms)

H

f

is expressed (up to the two-

as a sum of a collective and a noncollective part

without their mutual coupling. Within this approximation we can
therefore regard the operators B . , Ъс,'
e
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as representing the true

c o l l e c t i v e degrees of freedom and the hamiltonian

НГ" • 2- E. Bt 1, • Z Wee..,», <*£*>»*

( ")

as the true collective hamiltonian. The operators 3,, , З

я

satisfy

the ordinary bosonic commutation relations

,

[ъ , «{ ] = £ , ,

O)

л

because the transformation ( 46) is canonical. On the other hand,
J . ^ ( 3 i ) ^ » ^ BWeral, because this transformation is not uni
n

tary. Vithin our approximations, the true collective bosons 3 «
can be written as

»t - r 3? + 2
e

S

eJW<a

, 3i < 3 ^ .

(J,)

Due to the nonlinear terms, they contain both the collective

(at)

and the noncollective (3») original bosons, thereby incorporating
the effect of the latter on the true collective subspace (defined
as an invariant subspace of the Dyson hamiltonian

H ).
r

The general program we intend to carry out is as follows.
First we choose a realistic but simple fermion problem which allows
for an exact solution. We map exactly the fermion problem onto the
boson one and find the one-boson eigenstates of the mapped hamil
tonian. Being guided by the properties of these eigenstates, we
choose the "first-round" candidates for the creation operators of
the collective degrees of freedom, i.e. we specify the set of in
dices е.- • i ,i,.... .N, [cf. (1V>J . Then, using the procedure described
above, we calculate the renormalized parameters Ec, , VJ, e,c,r»
f

according to the formulae (44a) , (44b) . With these parameters
we construct the collective boson hamiltonian (49) ( or equivalently
its transformed version (43) ) , diagonalize it on the respective
boson space and compare the resulting eigenvalues with the exact
ones. Of course, this comparison makes sense only for the lowestenergy states because the higher-energy ones can hardly be consi
dered as collective . If a good agreement is obtained, one can be
reasonably sure that there indeed occurs a decoupling of the sele16

cted collective subspace from the rest of the many-body Hilbert
space. If the agreement is not good, either some of the a; proximations involved in the treatment axe unjustified or (perhaps more
probably) tbe preliminary structure of the collective subspace in
ferred fro» the one-boson system is oversinplified. One then tries
to enlarge the assumed "first approximation" collective subspace
arid to perform the calculations anew. In this way, the present app
roach is able to provide information not only about the. dynamics

ot

the system (which is described by the . Jllective hamiltonian) but
also «bout the structure of the collective subspace. Before carry
ing out the outlined program in practice, however, another serious
obstacle has to be overcome.

2.?.

APPROXIMATE REMOVAL OF IWFHYSICAL BOSON STATES

It is well known

/that the diagcnalization of any boson

image of a fermion hamiltonian in the boscn basis produces not only
the eigenvectors corresponding to actual states of the underlying
fermion system but a ] " ' the unphysical (spurious) ones. These spu
rious states have no physical meaning because they are associated
with .the overcoapleteness of the boson basis with respect to the
space available for feraions. Provided an exact boson image of the
fermion hamiltonian is diagonalised (e.g. that given by ( Ю ) ) ,
the physical and unphysical boson eigenstates are strictly separa
ted from each other and various recipes have been given to identify
them

/ . However, this is not the case when some truncation of

the exact boson hamiltonian is made. Then, the physical and uuphysical boson states are no longer well separated, i.e. all eigensta
tes of the truncated (collective) boson hamiltonian contain in ge
neral both physical and unphysical components. The unphysical com
ponents can be removed by means ot the projection operator onto the
physical boson subspace

' / but the projected collective boson
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states become no more involved within the collective boson sub"
space. This can easily be understood as follows. The above-mentioned
projection operator can be written as

where

"P:-

operators

and

'

)

b;; are the Dyson boson images of the fermion pair

ot;Oj and

asQ,- , reGpectively Г see e<js. (Ч-а), (4b} J .

When expressed in terms of a complete set of collective and noncollective bosocs, the "Pauli-oorrected" operators T,v contain
both of them , and thus, the operator

3y»,j » acting on a purely

collective boson state, leads out of the collective subspace. The
situation is very similar to that discussed in sect. 2.2 with res
pect to the hamiltonian. Now, let us imagine for a moment that we
have achieved an exact decoupling of the collective subspace from
the rest of the many-body boson space. A necessary and sufficient
condition for this to occur is that there exist certai

collective

operators with closed commutation relations, i.e. such that they
do not generate operators other than the collective ones. In this
case, however, it was shown on a very general level
noncollective boson operators appearing in "J*--

that all the

can be omitted

without destroying the relevant commutation relations. This is a
highly nontrivial result which opens new possibilities for study
ing the elimination of spurious components from the truncated ( col
lective ) boson etates. At the same tioe, this result emphasizes
the importance of decoupling for a correct treatment of unphysical
components in the collective boson states. Of course, in any rea
listic situation, where the decoupling is not exact, we have only
• more or less accurate elimination of spurious components from
the collective boson states. It has been observed that in cases,
where the decoupling of the collective subapace is rather poor,
serious problems with the unphysical boson components arise

18

/.

On the other hand, if the decoupling is relatively good (though
only on a heuristic level) , there are no problems with the spu
rious admixtures in the truncated boson states / •
In the case discussed in the present paper we have an exact
decoupling in the two-bod; part of the boson hamiltonian and a re
latively suppressed (~ t, ~ s*, •••) collective-noncollective coupling
in the three- and more- body boson terms. We can therefore expect
a complete removal of unphysical components from the two-boson col
lective

states and an approximate removal of them from the three-

and more- boson states. Let us operate by
boson state

'fyt

on the collective

(15) and consider only that portion of the physical

boson state 5л,, | M • W ) ,

wh; -h is contained within the collective

boson subspace,

The fraction

is the higher the better is the decoupling of the collective subspace and it reaches the value 1
is exact. Unlike the states
с

I Ы;1 1)Лм)

for N • 2, where the decoupling

J N j ?0) . the physical boson states
B

given by (53) are not necessarily linearly indepen

dent. In order to remove the possible cvercompleteness, it is con
venient to introduce a new ortlion.Tmal boson basis

in which the projection operator

^^

is diagonal,

Possible linear dependence airong the physical boson states will
result in a certain number (I) of zero eigenvalues JCn,t, 0,*»•(,!,...к .
m

Tha corresponding boson states |W; «".J, [ eq. (5*)] must-then ba
excluded from further considerations in order to avoid spurious

4 tt$ \

solutions. It is well known that

'

'

(»)

where

N ; M > , - At, At.-.-AtjoV ,
loVie the fermion vacuum and the coefficients

'V и

are the same

as those defining the collective boson operators 3 ^ ^ Isee

(6a) f7)J,
(

In practice we therefore construct the fermion states (57) first,
then calculate the Ьовоп matrix elements of

5л.» according to (56},

solve eq. (55) and after excluding the zero-eigenvalue solutions
x£!|'*^ ( »Af

•О ) •

w e

O D t e i n

t h e

boson basis

iNj-i, • 5 « " i " i 4 ) ,

,

«*<• -

c«)

in which the boson collective hamiltonian with renomalized para
meters is diagonalized. We may thus be sure that, within the appro
ximation explained above, the resultant boson eigenvectors lie to
a large extent in the physical collective boson subspace.

Ъ.

Application to the multi-level pairing model

The complexity of any realistic many-particle problem rules out,
in general, attempts at an exact treatment based on an "ab initio"
calculation. The slngle-paxtiol» e.-iirgiea and the residual particleparticle interaction are usually chosen phenomenologically witn pa
rameters fitted to the experimental data. Therefore, it is important
to be certain that the theoretical method used to study the problem
is reliable before a comparison with the data ia carried out. For
this reason we consider it sensible to apply our method to a aolva-
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ble "toy" model at first. Such models have become very popular and
valuable as tests for the validity of new approximation methods.
In order to be useful in practice, the model hamiltonian has to be
simple enough to be =olved exactly and yet it should include the
most essential features o* the realietic problem that we are inte
rested in. Here we use the multi-level pairing model described by
the hamiltonian
+

D.2vaU*

GT,A.A.'

••»

51

( >

f

•»'

where

At - S C - ) * — « L a U ,
with the index

a »(<%<i j«) . The quantities
;

particle energies and
rators A«

, A,

Г A., At-J

+

A. - (At) ,

6

(to)
i"«

are the single-

is the pair coupling constant. The ope

and 2 , a..a., satisfy the algebra SV(2) X

SV(2)X....

« £,.'(Л.-£«•»«-.-) ,
J.

Г

.

(«0

[A..,2«-e..J - i*„'A« ,
АЯ» " Aj« • "| . Due to the simplicity of the commutation

where

relatione (61) , the haailtonian (59) can be solved exactly Ъу а
numerical diagonalization. At the same time, it has been rsther
successful

in describing the energetically lowest collective

states in seal-magic nuclei with only one kind of valence nucleons,
such as Ifi, Sn, Pb . The Dyson representation of the operators A» ,
A . i 2 at_a,_ is realized through

»

At - ( « . * - fdTbtbtb.) ,
A. -* VJCb. ,
at

("->

,

2 at» «•— ~* '*' « |
where

[b.,b*..] - *»• ,

[Ь.,Ь.-3 - [ b t . k t J - O .

(")

With the use of (63) it is easy to verify that the bason operators
on the right-hand side of (62) fulfill the commutation relations ( И ) .
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The boson image of the pairing hamiltonian (59) then reads
+

A = z (i«. о-..- - <s {ял?) ь . ь.. + G L { ^ Ь: t: к к-.

о>

B

This is a special case of the hamiltonian (5) and it is further
treated in the framework of the method described in sect. 2.
In the present paper we stud; the low-lying collective states
( the ground state and the lowest excited (У - states) of the even
isotopes of Sn, Ni and Fb. For Sn isotopes the neutrons outside the
Z»50, N«50 inert core ere restricted to occupy five (2d,^ , 1gw »
t

5ву, , 2 d , IhWj)valence levels having 0.0, 0.22, 1.90, 2.20 and
4 l

2.80 HeV unperturbed single-particle energies, respectively. The
strength of the pairing interaction is taken to be G » 0.187 KeV.
In the case of Ni isotopes the neutrons outside the * K i inert core
(Z"26, N"-2fi) are restricted to occupy four (2py,
1

, 1frt , 2p^

t

and

g * , ) valence levels with the energies C O , 0.78, 1.56 and 4.52

KeV, respectively, and the value G « 0.531 KeV has been used. The
Pb isotopes considered have the neutron valence shell more than
half-filled. Therefore, we exploit the particle-hole symmetry
and describe them ав hole eystems with the Z-82, N-126 inert core
and five ( Jp^ , 2f- , 3p« , 1i,^ and 2 f y ) levels with energies
t

t

0.0, 0.57, 0.90, 1.63 and 2.35 KeV, respectively. The pairing in
teraction strength is G • 0.111 HeV.

All the values given above

are taken to be the same as in ref.
In figs. 1, 2 and 3 we show the ground-state energies of the
Sn, Ni and Fb isotopes, respectively, calculated in different app
roximations. The solid lines are the exact results obtained by the
diagonalization of the hamiltonian (59) • The dotted lines come
from the boson hamiltonian (10) truncated to the single (most col
lective )

degree of freedom 3 « .

4

. He snail refer to this trunca

tion a* the one-boson approximation (1BA) . The dashed line* are
obtained within the same truncation from the boson hamiltonian (43)
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Fig.1.

Ground-state energies of Sn isotopes, calculated in various
approximations using the pairing haiuiltonian(59)• The parame
ters f and G are given in ths text. The solid line repre
sents exact results, the dotted line is obtained within the
one-boson approximation (1BA) from the hamiltonian (10) , the
dashed line gives the results obtained within the same 1EA
from the «normalized hamiltonian (49) and the dash-dotted
line shows the standard BUS results.
#
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Fig.2.

The same as in

fig. 1 for Mi isotopes.
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1

Г—

Fig.?. The aane as in fig. 1
for Pb iaotopea.
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with the renormalized parameters E , , " W

M 1 1

calculated accor

ding to eqs. (fc'ta) and (44b), respectively. Since it ie useful to
compare new approximation schemes with the older ones that already
have an established power, we also display (as dash-dotted lines)
the results of the quasiparticle BCS approach 4

. From figs. 1-J

two important conclusions can be drawn. First, the renormalization
of parameters of the boson collective hamiltonian improves the ag
reement with exact results considerably. Second, in the case of Sn
and Ki the "renormalized" 1BA results ar.» very close to the exact
ones, in particular, much closer than the BCS value». However, this
is not true for the Pb isotopes, which are known not to show such
strong pairing correlations as Bn and Ni. The failure of the 1BA
in Fb simply means that the structure of the Pb ground state ia
more complicated and cannot be described in terms of only one boson.
A similar observation has been made in ref. **)
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. If we take into

Pb
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-1.4

206
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A
Fig.4.

Ground-state energies of Pb isotopes calculated withjn the
two-boson approximation (2BA) . The dotted line is the "bare"
result obtained from (10) , the dashed line represents the
"renormalized" result obtained from (^9) • The exact and BCS
results (solid and dash-dotted line, respectively) are the
same as in fig* 3*

account two collective bosons ~&^ , 3 ^ (two-boson approximation 2БЛ ) , we obtain the results shown in fig. 4. As is seen, the
"renormalized" two-boson approximation then works very well.
Now we turn our attention to the first excited 0 - states.
As an initial "guess" for the structure of the collective subspace
we take the 2BA. The results are displayed in figs. 5-7, where the
solid lines are again the exact results, the dotted lines are ob
tained by diatonalizing the boson hamiltonian (10) in the framework
of the 2BA

( oi • •(, £ )

, Lhe dashed lines represent the "renorma-

lized" 2БА results Г see (43) with c,- » 1,1,

and ("4-a,b)J and the

dash-dotted lines are obtained using the quasiparticle ЯРА *' .
We again observe an impressive influence of the renoribalization and
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Fie-5-

Excitation energies of the first excited 0 - states in Sn
ibotopes. The exact results (solid line) are compared with
those obtained within the 2BA from (10) (dotted line) and
those obtained within the renormallzed 2BA (dashed line) •
The dash-dotted line represents the results obtained in the
quasipsrticle ЯРА.

«I
The same as
in fig' 5 -or Hi isotopes.

a good agreement of the renormalized results with the exact values
in the case of Sn and Ni, but much a worse one in the case of Fb.
The results for the Fb isotopes, bowever, are significantly improved
if we include the third boson b j (the three-boson approximation 3BA) . This is ahown in fig- 8. It is also worthwhile to notice
that, unliKe the ground-state case, the quality of our boson appro
ximation is roughly comparable with that of the quaeiparticle app
roach.
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Fig.7.

The same as in fig. 5

for Fb isotopes.
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+

Excitation energies of the first excited 0 - states in Pb
isotopes, calculated in the three-boson approximation (3?A^
using the "bare" hamiltonian (10) (dotted line) and the
"renornalized" hamiltonian (49) (dashed line) . The «olid and
dash-dotted lines, representing the exact and QRPA results,
respectively, are the same as in fig. 7«

Concluding this section, we have shown that the low-energy col
lective

states of nuclei exhibiting strong pairing correlations

(Sn, Ni) can be microscopically described with the help of at most
two bosonic degrees of freedom (one boson for the ground state and
two bosons for the first excited state) . By the term "microscopi
cally" we mean that the structure of the relevant bosons has been
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determined completely by the single-particle nueleon energies (<•)
and the two-particle micleon-nucleon pairing interaction(G)- no ad
justment of the many-particle quantities has been performed. We have
also seen that in case of nuclei with weaker pairing correlations
(Pb) , a satisfactory reproduction of the ground-state energies re
quires two different bosons. At the same time, three types of bosons
f
are needed to describe the properties of the first excited 0 -states.
The last but not least conclusion which can be drawn from our in
vestigation is that within our method the ground-state energieb are
reproduced better than within the standard BCS approach, and the
agreement for the energies of the excited states is at least as good
as in the framework of the quasiparticle RPA.

4. Summary and perspectives
In this paper, we have proposed and tested a method for deter
mining an optimally decoupled collective subspace of the many-body
Bilbert space appropriate to the description of nuclei. The basic
ingredients of our approach are the Dyson boson representation of
the shell-model hamiltonian and a canonical transformation in the
boson space which eliminates (up to the two-body interaction) the
coupling between the collective and noncollective one-boson eigenstates of the Dyson hamiltonian. The method has been applied to the
solvable multi-level pairing model and the results have been compared
with the exact ones, as well as with the usual quasiparticle approach
BCS + QRPA . The renormalization of parameters of the boson collecti
ve hamiltonian due to the coupling with the noncollective degrees of
freedom has been found to play an important role in describing the
lowest collective states of the Sn, Ni and Pb isotopes. The method
offers a very jood approximation to the energies of the ground and
first excited states of the above nuclei (in general better than the
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quaeiparticle approach) . Its peculiar feature consistB in that it
is able to provide information (though only heuristieally) on the
structure of the collective subspaoe, i.e. not only to optimize va
riational^ the preselected structure of this subspace as, e.g., in
the BCS approach.
We have paid special attention to the problem of identifying
and removing the unphysical components from the collective boson
states. We would like to emphasize that this problem is intimately
related to the decoupling of the collective subspace from the rest
of the boson space.
In summary, we (believe to) have presented a sound and flexible
method for extracting the collective degrees of freedom from the
iLicroscopio shell-model description of nuclei. In this paper we have
restricted our discussion to nuclei with 3trong pairing correlations.
A direct extension to other types of nuclei (especially the deformed
ones with a strong proton-neutron quadrupole-quadrupole interaction)
is connected with three kinds of problems:
1) an explicit introduction of proton and neutron degrees of freedos •
2) the angular momentun algebra complications ;
3) an estimate of the importance of tl-.e three-body terms in the col
lective

boson hamiltonian, because these terms are very likely

to be non-negligible in deformed nuclei

' ") .

Work on this subject is no* in progress.
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